Team,

Here is the link to review the interactive Project Book application which will be featured on our redesigned College Recruiting website:  
http://dev.ckrinteractive.com/oracle/websites/oracle/project-search.html

Attached is a log for you to note any changes/issues/comments/questions. This will be what we base our round of revisions on. Included is an example of what and how to put the comments on the log. Also attached is a file of the hard copy of the recently edited Projects Book for your reference.

Our media partner; CKR Interactive is carrying out a word-by-word comparison of the application with the project book itself to ensure absolute accuracy. From a user acceptance testing point of view, you should (to the extent your work load allows) spend some time navigating the site as if you were a user - a college student looking for the right project. For example: search by location, key word, etc. Please record any issues in the attached log and return to me no later than this Friday.

Assuming we get user feedback to CKR by Friday, 9/20 (and a host of other content issues sorted) we would potentially have our new website live by Friday, 10/11.

Here is how that looks in timeline form:

User Testing Feedback Due (Oracle) - Friday, 9/20  
Fixes Due (CKR) - Wednesday, 9/25  
Final Approval Due (Oracle) - Friday, 9/27  
File Delivery to Oracle (CKR) - Friday, 9/27  
Implementation (Oracle) - Friday, 10/4  
Testing/Fixes and GO LIVE (Oracle) - Friday, 10/11

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,

Les